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School's in session! A great program getting underserved kids into college, a shoutout to a new curriculum
teaching ethics, and our very own Renaissance Man!
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We're Planning Ahead and Sharing Our Goals
Why We Want to Change the World: About the Bhutto Project

Check out the interview with ClassACT Board members on our website, Facebook and
Youtube. Thank you to Rick Brotman for filming!

We're Looking Forward to the Reunion
Join ClassACT for lunch and a panel conversation Change the World 2018? Why
Not, HR73! on Saturday, October 13. Why, what, and how we are doing what we can
to honor our dreams for a better world.
We also hope to see you on Thursday, October 11 at the Radcliffe Institute's Rama
Mehta Lecture. Many members of the class of HR'73 helped sponsor the lecture,

encouraged by ClassACT. The lecture (Why) Reporting the Voices of African
Women and Girls Matters will be given by National Public Radio's Ofeibea Quist
Arcton. Register here!

We're Telling Stories
"My Life with ClassACT"
by Holly Weeks

Bob Bowie and Holly Weeks at 2018 Commencement.

I've been with the ClassACT mob on the Benazir Bhutto program since its inception,
bringing along a gang of my Pakistani Kennedy School students who are deeply
invested in it. We have our first Benazir Bhutto Fellows at HKS this fall (applause
here) and the gang is so committed and impatient to do more, that our mob is kind of
leading from behind at some points, which is perfect.
I got to go to the NOLA gettogether benefiting JusticeAid, Roots of Music, and Ole
and Nu Fellas Social Club/neighborhood mentoring, and danced beside the Mississippi
to a blues musician playing House of the Rising Sun, then danced and laughed in a
second line parade with our classmates. Did I mention the music and the dancing?
I got to moderate a panel at the Assembly on Leadership in the Muslim World: What
would Benazir Do? and got to watch classmates interact with our young, dynamic
Bhutto Associates. At a reception at Peter Galbraith's house afterward, we talked and
laughed so much we barely ate and wouldn't leave.
I got to go to the JusticeAid Concert in Washington DC where the Class of '73 cohort
was witty and delightful. The music was so good we were inhaling it and it wasn't our
first rodeo, right? But it was the first dinner concert I've ever been to where the
speakers were as good as the music. That's saying a lot, considering I teach that kind
of thing at the Kennedy School, and I'm such a critic. Bonhomie all around, all
evening.

We're Thankful to Our Classmates

Thanks to classmates Bob Bowie and Peter Mazareas, many underprivileged kids are
going to college. Read the whole story about Early College Awareness here.

Early College Awareness students listen intently to a speaker.

Classmate Tom Cooper shares news of E4J, significant University Modules on
Integrity & Ethics. universitylevel courses in Ethics devised by UNODC (known for
the Model UN programs) and available for use and adaptation in colleges and
universities worldwide. We’ll have a conversation with Tom and more information in a
future newsletter.
Bob Bowie, one of the architects of Early College Awareness, has a fascinating list
of identities which includes: recovered lawyer, HAA Poet Laureate, newlywed,
political candidate, and onetime president of HAA. (He also made introductions for
ClassACT’s BBLP to the Weatherhead Center for International Affairs, making our
December 2015 Assembly possible.)
He’s also long been a playwright, with 9 plays to date focused on social justice
issues, and is excited to share news of ONAJE, being produced at the NYC
Fringe, where tickets for performances from October 1621 are Still
Available (Opening Night and performances before the 16th are SOLD OUT).
Go to Bob’s website or the Fringe site for tickets, and hurry!
Please add ClassACTHR73@gmail.com to your contacts so future messages don't end up
in spam or some other odd spot in your inbox.
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